Celebrating America
Lady Liberty Mask
Crafting is always fun, especially on
the 4th of July! Plan to make a project
with your guests if hosting the picnic.
Our iconic Lady Liberty Mask is easy
to do for all skill levels.

What’s Needed:
Statue Of Liberty Wooden Mask- (WOD0755) AC Moore
Cascade (50660) Chalk Paint- Folk Art/Plaid
Golden Beryl Glitter Paint- (32169) Martha Stewart Crafts
Clear or Iridescent Sticker Gems
#8 Round Brush- Synthetic
Paint Brush- Flat or Filbert -Synthetic is best for base coating
Extra Fine Sand Paper
Paper Towel

How To Make It:
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1-Place wooden mask, larger brush, cup of water and
paint on a covered work surface/picnic table.
Note: Create an inexpensive palette by using a plastic take out
container top.

Remove bar code sticker from the back of the mask.
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2- For this project, you will need to thin the paint with
water. The object is to bleed the colour into the wood
to create a translucent stained finish.
To thin the paint:
 Pour a large dollop of paint in the plastic lid.
 Dip brush in water.
 Working from the edge of the paint pull some paint out
of the dollop. Mix water into the paint.
 Paint will become thin and watery.

Mix additional paint with water as needed.
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3- Begin painting the mask. Blot wet paint with a paper towel to pull excess pigment out.
4- Paint the entire mask front and back blotting the paint as you go. Let paint dry. This
may take a few minutes as the paint was watery when applied.
5- Lightly sand the wood as the wet paint will bloat it and cause the grain to raise.
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6- Place painted mask, glitter paint, #8 round brush and sticker gems on the work
surface.
7- Apply the sticker gems to the mask. We accented the windows and points of the
crown. Brush glitter paint around the gems, inside the crown points and around the
facial lines.
8- Let glitter paint dry.

Capture the moment by snapping a few photos. It’s a
great way to remember the day with family and friends!

See More DIY Ideas at bluarlan.com

